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The object of this paper is to identify the divided power series corresponding to
the zeta measure associated to f f,,[ r]. The first section introduces the zeta function
for JF4[T] and describes some of its interesting properties. In the second section, we
describe results on interpolations and measures and state our main result (Theorem
VII). The third section summarizes various results about power sums and zeta functions. The last section contains two proofs of the main result. In the appendix, we
elaborate on the existence of zeta and beta measures and give alternate descriptions
for them. tj 1990 Academic Press. Inc.

I. ZETA FUNCTION FOR lFy[ T]
Let q be a power of a prime p, A =: F,[T], K=: IF&T), K, =: F&(1/T)).
Let 52 be the completion of an algebraic closure of K,.
We have the well-known analogies K- Q, A c-) Z, K, et R, Q t* @,
A* = Fq*c-t Z* = { + 1). The cardinalities of A* and Z* (i.e., choices of
“signs”) are q - 1 and 2, respectively. Multiples of q - 1 will be called
“even” and other integers “odd”. Put A + =: {manic polynomials
in
F,[T]} c* Z, =: {positive integers}. (Note that though both are closed
under multiplication,
A + is not closed under addition in contrast to Z + .)
Hence, as an analogue to the special values of the Riemann zeta
function, Carlitz [Ca l] introduced the power sums

Clearly i(k) can be given by Euler product. Observe that, in contrast to
the classical case, c(l) (which can now be considered as an analogue of
Euler’s constant y, see [Th]) makes sense. Parallel to Euler’s theorem that
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Carlitz [Ca 1, Ca 21 proved (see [Go l] for,an exposition and pg. 893 in
particular for the outline)
THEOREM

We have

I.

The notation

used in the theorem is explained below.

(1) il E 52 is an analogue of 27ri, as it is a fundamental period of an
appropriate exponential (exponential e(z) corresponding to Carlitz action
(see below)). Carlitz’ student Wade [Wa] proved that it is transcendental
over K. E4- ’ E K, c1(2mJ2 E R.
(2) g, E A is an analogue of factorial function and is defined [Ca 21
as follows. Let kEZ+ u (0) and iEZ+, put
[k] =: Tqk- T,

Do=: Lo=: 1,

Lj=:

[i]Li-l,

D,=: [i] Dye,
(1-l)

g,=:n

Di”l,

where

k= i

k,qj with- 0 < kj < q.

(l-2)

j=O

g&, which is alSO denoted by U(k), r& + 1, r&, etc., in Various places is an
analogue of the usual factorial in many respects [Go 1, Go 6, Th]. Carlitz
used Fk for Dk.
(3) B,,- IJm E K are analogues of Bernoulli numbers. They satisfy
analogous “vonStaudt-Clausen”
and “Lipschitz-Sylvester”
theorems
([Ca 2, Ca 63, see [Go l] for exposition, but see [Ca 7, pg. 4091 for
correction, if q = 2). They are given by the generating function (note B, = 0
if m is “odd”)

But B,,- , ,,/(g(, _ rjm/gcq- rJrn_ I ), which can be thought of as analogues of
B,k/2k, do not seem to satisfy congruences of Kummer type.
The exponential
function given by

function

e(z) mentioned

e(z) = ice $=
I

above is an entire F,-linear

,f $.
r=O 4’
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It has K4 as kernel, so from standard facts of nonarchimedean

analysis,

1+ 0
It satisfies the functional
the “Carlitz action” of A
enZ= (e’)“, corresponding
at z E K give “cyclotomic”

equation e( Tz) = Te(z) + e(z)Y, corresponding to
on G,, rather than the usual functional equation
to the usual action of Z on G,. Values of e(iiz)
extensions of K. (See [Ca 3, Ha].)

Remark. Due to different normalisations of “Carlitz action”, many formulas are different in different papers. For example, ii and B,, _ ljm differ
from the corresponding quantities in Carlitz’s papers and [Go I] by the
(q - 1)th root of - 1 and by ( - l)“, respectively. e(z) here is t,k(zu)/u,
where u is the (q - 1)th root of - 1 and $ is the “exponential” in the
papers just referred to.
Goss [Go 21 showed how just grouping together the terms of the same
degree gives an interpolation
of the 5 from its original domain Z, to a
much bigger domain, containing in particular Z, which is all that we need
for our purposes.
THEOREM

II (Goss [Go 21).
Q-k)=:

For kEZ+

u {0},

f

+=A.

(

i=O

1

(l-3)

PIEA+
deg n = i

iff kz0 mod(q-

Zf, further, k E Z + , then c(-k)=O

1). Also c(O)= 1.

This theorem should be compared with the corresponding result for the
Riemann zeta function, namely that its values at negative integers are
rational (we have integrality, since the sum over i’s is finite (see, e.g.,
Section III)), and zero or not according to whether the argument is even
or odd. The proof follows by writing a manic polynomial n of degree i as
Th + b with h of degree i - 1 and b E IF, and using the binomial theorem to
get the induction formula [Go 21
k-l
5(O)

=

1,

[(-k)=

l-

=

f=O

(Y- l)l(k--/)

k W-f),

(/>

(l-4)

which shows [(-k) E A since l(O) = 1. If (q - 1) divides k, then induction
shows [( -k) = 1 - 1 + 0 = 0. If (q - 1) does not divide k, then there being
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no term in the summation corresponding to f = 0, t( -k) = 1 - Tp( 7’) # 0,
where p(T) E A.
Goss [Go 21 further observed that, essentially since c( -k) is a finite
sum over n’s of nk’s and since, for a manic prime @ of A of degree d and
n relatively prime to @, nk as a function of k interpolates to a continuous
function on S=: bZ/(q“1)pjZ (for, if k = 0 mod(qd- l)pj, then nk - 1
mod pPi), by throwing out the Euler factor at p we get a continuous
function [,:S+A,
such &hat [,(-k)=(l-@)5(-k)
ifkEZ+.
Observe that for q = 2, i, = 0 since [( -k) = 0, if k E Z + . To take care of
such problems (among other things, see [G-R, Go 3]), Goss [Go 31
defined modification j?(k) E A of c( -k) as follows. For k E Z + u (O}, let
P(k) =: [(-k)

if k is odd,

/e?(k)=: f

(-i)

i=O

1

nk if k is even. (l-5)

VGA,
deg n = i

In other words, deformation Z(x, -k) =: CEO x-i(CnEA+,degn=i nk) of
Z( 1, -k) = [( -k) has a simple zero at x = 1 if k is even, and hence one
considers (dZ/dx)(x, -k) 1I =, = B(k) instead. For k E Z + , j?(k) # 0, and in
fact
P(O)

=

0,

P(k)=l-

TfB(S 1.

(l-6)

k-l)l(k-f)

One gets similar Kummer congruences and p-adic interpolations for /?(k)‘s
(see [Go 43).
One has two analogues B, and b(k) of Bernoulli numbers. Since one
does not know any “functional equation” for [ (one has, of course
C(kp”) = i(k)P”), these are not related in any simple way. Nonetheless,
both are related to class groups of “cyclotomic” extensions of K in the
following way. (See [Ca 3, Ha, G-R] for more on the “cyclotomic”
theory.)
Let @ be a manic prime of A of degree d. Let A p =: e(it/@) t) [, =: e2ni’p.
Then K(A.) c) Q(c,). One also has “maximal totally real” subfield

KU.)+

=: K(,G,

e ($))

- Q(l,)’

=: Q (,z* .,,,,).

Let C (C’, Z;, il+, resp.) denote the p-primary component of the class
group of K(A.) (K(A,)+,
ring of integers of K(A.), K(A,)+, resp.). Let
W be the ring of Witt vectors of A/@. Then we have decomposition
C(W~) into isotypical components according to
‘@.Z,
w=
@O<k<+,
characters of (A/@)*, where w is the Teichmuller character. (Similarly for
c+, 2;, C”.)
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III (Goss-Sinnot

[Go 3, G-S]).

C(w”) # 0 iff@ ( fl(qd - 1 -k),

O<k<qd-1.
THEOREM

O<k<qd-

IV (Goss, Okada
1, k-0 mod(q-1).

[Go

5, Ok]).

c(wk) # 0 implies y 1Bk,

Conjecture (Gekeler [Ge 31). If @ 1Bk. for all k’ such that k’ =p”‘k
1) with O<k, k’<qd- 1, k-0 mod(q- l), then ?(&)#O.

mod(qd-

Remark.

(a)
trivial;
(b)

Let 0 < k < qd - 1. It is easy to see that

if k is “odd” then C(W”)E~(W~)
if k is “even” then C(wk)r

(See [Go 5, Propositions
mistake. )

and C’(wk)

C+(wk) and c(wk)g

and C+(W~) are
c’(wk).

2-31, where “even” and “odd” are reversed by

For some formulas for Bls see [Ca 23 and [Ge 21; more results on i(k),
C,(k) when k E Z + are contained in [A-T],
[Yu]. For generalizations of
many results in this section to a much broader context, see [Go 51 and
references therein.

II. MEASURES AND INTERPOLATION
For a quick and nice introduction to p-adic measures see [Ka].
For topological spaces X, Y, let Conti(X, Y) denote the set of continuous
functions from X to Y. A E,-valued p-adic measure on E, is just a HP-linear
map p: Conti(Z,, Z,) -+ Z,. One writes p(f) symbolically as jzJ(x) &L(x).
Binomial coefficients (i)=: x(x- 1).+.(x(k- l))/k! take Z-values on
Z and hence by continuity assume Z,-values on Z,. In fact, they form a
basis of the Z-module of polynomials (in x) over Q which map Z into Z
(and also of the Z,-module of polynomials over Q, that map E, into 22,).
THEOREM

V (Mahler

[Ma]).

Any f~ Conti(Z,,

Z,) can be unique/-y

written as
f(x)=,Foak(~),

akEzp3

ak+0.

The ak may be recovered as the higher differences off:
ak=(dkf)(0)=

i
i=O

(-l)“-j

“j f(i).

0
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conversely, any series &a 0 ak( ;), ak E z,, ak + 0 converges to an element

of Conti(Z,,

Z,).

COROLLARY.
A Z,-valued measurep on Zp is uniquely determined by the
sequence,uk=: jz, (;) dp(x) of elements of Z,. Any sequencepk determines
a Z,-valued measure p by the fOrmdU
jHp f dp =: xkaO akpk =
&a0 kkf)(“)~k.

Convolution
jjf(x

* of measures ,u, p’ is defined by jf(x)

d(p * p’)(x) =:

+ 1) 44x) W(t).

By comparing

coefficients in (1 + m)X+ ’ = (1 + m)x (1 + m)’ one sees

Hence
Cak@*#)k=

\j

c
k20

ak

i
i=O

(:)(,I~d~(X)d~‘(f)=~ak(

i
i=O

PiPL-i).

In other words, if one identifies measure ~1with C pkXk then convolution * on measures is just multiplication
on the corresponding power series.
Carlitz [Ca 53 (see [Wa 1, Wa 21 also) constructed an analogue
Gk(x)/gk E K[x] for (;) E Q[x] as follows. (We use the suggestive notation
{ ;> for G/c(X)/&)
For ieZ+ u (0) put
ei(x)=:tii(x)=:

n

(x-a)EA[x]

v-1 1

UEA
dega<i

(where deg 0 is - co by convention, consistent with 0 = NO = qdegO). For
example, e,(x’)=D;.
For m, iEZ+ u {0}, put
D
=: m
if m 2 i,
DJ$ _ i

=: 0 otherwise.

C-2)

[I

x9:

(2-3)

O<k,<q

C-4)

Then one has [Ca l]
e,(x)=:

C (-l)“-i
i>O
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let
Gk(x) =: fl ei(x)kze A[x]

(2-5)

G;(x) =: fl G;,,(x)

with

(Z-6)

G;,,(x)

=:

ei(x)k’
ei(x)q-‘-Dy--’

if

O<k,<q-

if

k,=q-1.

1

Why is { ;} = Gk(x)/gk a good analogue of (i)? There are several
analogies.
First, we present a curious mix of analogies. Definition by multiplication
of “basic” objects (which correspond to qi) using digit multiplication
is
prevalent throughout this subject (e.g., Definition (l-2)). Hence we concentrate on the analogy { ;} =ei(x)/Di++ (:)=x(xl)...(x(q’-- l))/q’!.
Here (0, 1, .... qi- l> is a natural full residue class system for Z/q’&
whereas {n E A, deg n < i> is a natural full residue class system for A/aA
with a such that Na = qi. Hence by (2-l) the numerators are analogous.
We have seen that the denominator Di=gql is an analogue of q’! (One
should note now that q’! = qi(qi - 1). . . 1, but Di is a product of manic
elements of A degree i [Ca 11, which is why we called this analogy a
curious mixture. )
Second, the binomial coefficient (;) is the coefficient of tk in the expansion of (1 + t)” = e-y’Og(l+ ‘), whereas {G,} is the coefficient of tq’ in e(x log t)
(where log is the inverse function of e of section I and the coefficients of t”‘,
m # qi are zero). On translation from “analytic” to “algebraic” language,
multiplication
by XE Z for 6, is represented by (1 + t)” - 1 = C (;) tk,
whereas “Carlitz action” of x E A on G, is represented by 1 {i,} P’. (See
[Ca 3, (l-6)]
and [Ha, (l-2)],
but note that because of different
normalizations
of Carlitz action, there is a sign involved in each term in
[Ca 3, (l-6).]
Third, Carlitz showed that { ;} (and also Gb(x)/g,) takes A-values on A
[Ca 53 and in fact forms a basis of the A-module of polynomials in x over
K which map A into A. Carlitz’ student Wagner showed
THEOREM VI (Wagner
[Wa 1, Wa 21; see also [Go
f E Conti( A I,, A (,,) can be uniquely written as

71).

Any
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The ak may be recovered as

ak=(-1)”

1
dego<m

Gi-:;:F)f(a),

where q”’ > k.

qrn

Conversely, any seriesCk a0 ak{ ;}, ak E A,,
of Conti(A., AtJ).

ak + 0 converges to an element

The sum in the formula for ak can also be written as
Also,
if none of the q-digits for qm- 1 -k is (q - l), then
c OGNoCk’
G;m-~-k(a)/gqm-~-k=
{qm-:-k}, a “binomial coefficient.” For the analogy
with “higher differences”, see [Ca l] and [Wa 5, p. 3861.
Remark.

COROLLARY.
An A.-valued measure p onA. (called just measure p for
short) is uniquely determined by the sequenceuk =: SAP{ ;} dp of elementsof
A,. Any sequenceuk determines measureu by jAp f d,u =: Ck,O akpk.

Carlitz [Ca 5, Wa 63 showed further that

As Anderson observed (see [Go 7]), this means that if we identify
measure p with the divided power series C uk(xk/k!) (recall the formal
nature of xk/k ! in the context of divided power series) then by a proof
similar to that in the classical case above, convolution * on measures is
multiplication
on corresponding divided power series.
In light of results of Leopaldt, Mazur, Iwasawa (see [Ka]), and the
results of Goss stated in Section I, Anderson and Goss then asked what the
divided power series corresponding to measure p (called “zeta measure”,
see the appendix) whose moments ja, xk dp are [(-k)
(0 resp.) for k > 0
(k=O resp.) would be?
Our main result, proved in Section IV, is
THEOREM VII.
If u is the zeta measure, then the corresponding power
seriesC pk(xk/k !) is given by

pk=

C-l)”
{0

if k=cq”+(q”-l),O<c<q-1
otherwise.

Remark. (1) This result can be viewed as giving many interesting
identities for [( - k)‘s.
(2) This result is trivially true for q= 2, since the zeta measure is
then identically zero by Theorem II.
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(3) We will use shorthand k =k(c, m) for k= cq” + (qm- 1) with
We will see in Section
IV that k = k(c, m) iff
o<c<q-1.
degc(-k)=degg,
for k>O.
For comparison, which is not fully understood, we state the corresponding classical result (see [Ka]). (First recall one difference noted in Section
One: [(-k) satisfy stronger integrality than cRiemann(- k). Hence one needs
some twisting factor in the classical case.) If p is the measure whose
moments
are lz, xk dp = (1 - uk + ‘) iliemann( -k),
where a 2 2 and
(a, p)= 1, then Cpkxk=(l
+x)/(1 -(l +~))--a(1
+x)“/(l-(1
+x)“).

III.

POWER SUMS

We state several results on power sums. But note that the proof of the
main result needs from this section only part (3) of Theorems VIII and X
(or part (3) of Theorem VIII and the remark following theorem VIII), for
the first proof; and only part (4) of Theorem VIII (or part (4) of Theorem
VIII and part (1) of Theorem X) for the second proof.
Let k > 0, unless stated otherwise; though many statements below are
valid (and trivial) for k = 0.
Let Si(k)=:C,.A+,degn=ink.
If i>k, Si(k)=Cog,...,u,_,tiF,,
(T’+c,
T’.’
+ ... +dk=Cog
,...,U,-,EFq (terms containing not all of uO, .... a,+ 1) = 0
since #[F, = q =0 in characteristic p. Hence one sees Goss’ result in
Section I that [(-k) = CzO S,(k) is a finite sum and hence 5( -k) E A.
One has much better results on vanishing of S,(k) and closed expressions
for Si(k), which we now recall.
Let I(k)(u(k)
resp.) be the sum of digits of k base q (base p resp.).
THEOREM VIII.
(1) (Paley
u(k)/t(p - 1) then Si(k) = 0.
(2) (Lee
We,
i> l(k)/(q1).

(3)

(Carlitz

[Ca

Theorem

[Pa,

Lemma

3-21)

8, Theorem

If

21)
q=p,

4-21)

k=m,+m,
+ ... +m,, whereq-llm,,m,>Ofor
such that there is no carry over of digits base p.

(4)

(Carlitz

[Ca

1, Theorem

Let

Zf q = pf and i >
then

S,(k) =0

lff

k> 1. S,(k) #0
lbj<i,undthesumis

iff

995; Ca 5, p. 4971)

If k<q’-

1,

S;(k) = 0.

(5)

(Lee [Le, Lemma 7-1; see also Ge 1, 2-121)

then S,(k) = 0.

Zfi>I(k)/(q-

l),
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Remark. Part (3) implies the other parts easily. Part (3) itself follows
by expanding Si(k) using the multinomial
theorem and analysing when the
multinomial
coefficients vanish mod p. In fact, the argument [Ca S] shows
that degree of Si(k) is the maximum
value of the expression
im,+ (i- l)m, + ... + mip i, over all choices of rnis satisfying the conditions in the statement.

There are many
example,
THEOREM

c

IX

variations

(Lee

[Le,

of such results in these references. For
Lemma

7-l]).

Zf

i> I(k)/q-

1,

then

aczA,dego4iak=0’

Now if q-ilk,
then C,,,,degaiiak=(q-l)c(-k)
if i&-O, so
c( - k) = 0, which is Goss’s result in Section I. (It also follows from [Ca 8,
Theorem 4-l].)
THEOREM

s,(qk+‘-

(2)

X.

(1)

(Carlitz

[Ca

4, p. 941; Ge

1, Theorem

4-l])

i)=(-i)iDi+&iD$

(Lee [Le, Theorem

Si(k)=(-l)i[lI]i...[l,]i/Li,
otherwise.

4-l])

If k + 1 = q” + . . . + ql”, SK q, then
where [h],=:
D,/DX”_,,, if mdh and 0

(3) (Gekeler [Ge 1, Theorem 3-131) Let k < q’+’ - 1 have base q
expansion k=C kjq’. Then si(k)=(-l)‘.Menj.i
Lf(3-(4-‘))gk,
where
r =: i + c, < i (i-j-t
1)ki and M is the muItinomia1 coefficient ( k6,:,k;).
kj=:q-1-k,(j<i)andk:=:f(k)-i(q-1).
Many more variations (e.g., estimates on deg Si(k) [Ge 1, Th 11,
generating function for S,(k) [Ca 1, Ge 11) are included in these
references.
Consider now k = cq” + ( qm- 1 ), 0 d c < q - 1. Making extensive computations [Go 4, Go 61 Goss empirically observed that S,(k) = +gk. For
c = 0, it follows immediately from Carlitz’ result (1) of Theorem X. For
general c, if we choose s = c + 1, 4 = m, i = m in (2) of Theorem X, one sees
S,(k)=(-1)“D~(D,~~~D,~,)9-1=(-1)”gk.
See [Ge 1, Section61 for
a different proof. Results for Si(k), i> m or i < m stated there also follow
from Lee’s result. Hence one sees as in [Ge l] that c # 0 implies
degi(-k)=degg,.
THEOREM

XI

(Carlitz

[Ca

1, Theorem

sk( -m) = (- l)k A!,f’ l/Lk, where

1- i (-l)k-it9’ -1
;=o D,Lf-i

9-43).

Zf m >O,

then
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I1

(There are some sign errors in the statement and proof in [Ca I].)
THEOREM XII

(Thomas

[Th

l]

for case q =p).

[f l(k) <q - 1, then

/?(k)=[(-k)=l.
This follows from Lee’s (5) of Theorem
S,(k) = 1.

VIII:

S,(k) = 0 if i >, 1 and

IV. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
For this section, let p be the zeta measure of Section II, so that for k > 0,
fA,,xk&={(-k).
Recall that pLk=f {z} dp. Let k>O.
First we give a quick proof of a weaker result even though we will not
need it:
l%OPOSITION.

pk = 0 in either of the following

( 1)

k > 0 and (q - 1) divides k or

(2)

k>q

and l(k)<q-

situations:

1.

Proof.
By (2-3), ei(x)/Di is a K-linear combination
of powers x“’
(0 <j< i) and so expanding {G} = n (ei(x)/D,)ka in powers of x, one sees
that in case (I), powers xm occurring in the expansion have
m=xki-krO
mod(q-1)
and hence Jx”dp=[(-m)=O
by Theorem
II; whereas in case (2) Z(m) <q - 1 and hence by Theorem XII, {(--m) = 1,
so pLk is obtained by putting x = 1 in G,(x)/g,, but ei( 1) = 0 if j > 0 and
e”(l)= I. Hence ptk=O.
Remark.
I had shown earlier that pLk= ( - 1)” for k = k(c, m). This
proposition showed that (infinitely) many other pk’s are zero. Computations for small k’s suggested that all other pLk’s are zero. Later, putting the
computation on computer, Goss [Go 8 J verified it for a larger range of k’s.
First Proof of the Main Result
LEMMA 1. PLEA.

Since Gk(x)/gk E K[x] and [(-i) E A, one sees that pk E K. But pLkE A c,
for every prime f~ of A, so pk E A.
LEMMA 2. (1) If k = cq” + (qm- l),
(-lYgr.9
L+w (k)=O, degS,-,(k)<degg,
(2) lf k=q’“1, then S,,(k)=(-l)“g,,

0 CL’ < q - 1, then
!~w>O.
S,,+,,.(k)=O,

S,,,(k) =
S,,-,(k)=
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(-l)m-1

Tdeggk + polynomial

of lower degree and deg S, _, _ ,(k)

< deg g,

if w > 0.
(3)
i > 0.

Odc<q-1,

Zf k#cq”+(q”‘-l),

then degSi(k)<degg,

for

ProojI
(There is more than one way to prove this and more by combining information in Section III) We have trivial estimate deg S,(k) 6 ik. Let
k = cJ?= 0 k,qj be expansion base q,
Claim (A). If Si (k) # 0 and ik 2 deg gk then if k is odd then i = w and
if k is even i= w or w + 1. By (l-l) and (i-2), it is easy to see that
deg gk = C jk,qj, so the hypothesis implies that i> w. By (3) of Theorem
VIII, k = m, + . . . +m,withq-lIm,>Oforl<j<i,andthereisnocarry
over base p (and hence base q) in the sum. So I(k) > i(q - 1) + h, where h
is the least nonnegative residue of k modulo q - 1. But l(k) < w(q - 1) + h
in general, giving the required
if k is odd and l(k)<(w+l)(q-1)
inequalities between i and w in the other direction. Hence (A) is proved.
Claim (B). If k < q’+ ’ - 1 and k as in case (3), then deg S,(k) < deg gk.
This follows from (3) of Theorem X, since not all k, except the first are
q - 1. (Alternate proof, using the estimate on deg Si(k) stated in the
remark following Theorem VIII, instead of (3) of Theorem X, is an easy
exercise for the intersted reader.)

Vanishing and inequalities on degrees of the power sums claimed in the
lemma follow easily by combining (A), (B), and (4) of Theorem VIII.
Other parts of the lemma follow from remarks after Theorem X and the
fact that [( -k) = 0 in case (2).
COROLLARY 1. Consider cases (1 ), (2), (3) of the lemma.

(1)

[(-k)=(-1)”

(2)

U-k)=0

(3)

degi(-k)<deg

T deggk + polynomial

gk.

Consider cases (1 ), (2), (3) of the lemma.

COROLLARY 2.
(1)
(2)

j?(k)=(-1)”
/3(k)=(-l)“-’

(3)

deg

LEMMA 3.

(a)
(b)

B(k)

of lower degree

<

Tdeggk + polynomial of lower degree
Td’ggt + polynomial of lower degree
de

gk.

Write n ej(x)kl = I;=,

aixi; then

deg ai + deg i( - i) d deg g, for all i
Equality holds in (a) iff k = k(c, m) and i = k.
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Proof of Lemma 3. For the top degree i = k, ak = 1 as ej are manic.
Hence in this case, (a) and (b) follow from Corollary 1 of Lemma 2. For
general U, if a, # 0, the term a,x’ occurs in the expansion of n ej(x)kj in
powers of x, if some x4” (with app ro p riate coefficient) are picked up from
each ej (see (2-3)). Hence u = qal + . . . + qYhwith h = 1 kj. Suppose that
the exponents u and v are formed in such a way that all except one of x4””
and x4”’ are obtained in exactly the same fashion and that the exception is
that for v, x4’ is picked up from one ej whereas for U, xyL.-’ (d> 0) is chosen
from the ej, so that v=u+q(‘-qC-d>u.
We will prove (1) deg a, + deg g, d deg a, + deg g,. This follows from
(2) degg,+,,-degg,,,?.d>deg[,.“J
(take r=u-qCpd)
and (3)
deg[ c! d] - deg[!.] = deg[ cC’d]. Now (3) is straightforward computation
using (l-l) and (2-2) and (2) follows by minimizing
with respect to
“carying over” possibilities in addition of numbers written in base q. (Hint:
deg[,.l,]=deg(D,.~,...D,._,)Y~l.)
Hence
deg a, + deg i( - u) < deg a,, + deg g, d deg a, + deg g,$< deg gk
by inductive process. This proves (a) for general i; (b ) follows by
straightforward tracing of when the equality holds in (2), if we note that
deg <( - u) < deg g, if u is not of the form k(a, h). This completes the proof.
Proqf of the Theorem. Clearly pk = Et=, aJ( - i)/g, E A by Lemma 1.
But if k # k(c, m), deg pLk< 0 by Lemma 3, so c(~= 0. On the other hand,
when k= k(c, m), Lemma 3 and Corollary
1 to Lemma 2 imply
/Jo = ( - l)“, finishing the proof.

Straightforward modification, using Corollary
Corollary 1 of Lemma 2, one gets a variation.

2 of Lemma 2 in place of

THEOREM XIII.
Zf ji denotes the “beta measure” (see the appendix), i.e..
j xk dji = p(k), then the corresponding divided power series C pk(xk/k!) is
given b?

pk=

if k=cq”+(q”-l)O<cQ(q-1)
otherwise.

(-1)”
i0

This also gives the two variable versions as stated in [Go 81.
Second Proof of the Main Result

Let k = Cy=, kjqj, 0 <k, < q, k, > 0, and Gk(x) = 2 a,xi, as before. We
want to compute pk = (C ai[( - i))/gk.
First consider k#qw+‘-1,
so that q”+‘-l>k>q”‘--1.
Hence, by
part (4) of Theorem VIII,
~k=‘~a,

n’=-

c
gk

n manic,

deg n < WI

I
G,(n).

c
gk

n mon~c.

deg n < H
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(In this expression of pk as a sum of “binomial coefficients,” w can of
course be replaced by a quantity greater than w; in particular, one can take
the limit as w tends to infinity. This remark is not necessary for the proof.)
Now, if deg n < w, e,(n) = 0 and hence G,(n) = 0. On the other hand, if
deg n = w, then e,,,(n) = D,, hence

Pk-D$ c
gk

n monk,

One has the following “Mahler
THEOREM

XIV

(Carlitz

deg n = w

Gk-k,qw,(n).

inversion” type result.

[Ca 5, p. 4943).

If P(~)=C~=~A:G:(~)

and

qm > d then
Gqmn manic,

1 -i(n)

p(n).

deg n = m

Take p(t)=
k-k,q”#q”--1

1, m= w, so that Ah= 1, A:=0 if i#O and hence pk=O if
andp,=D>/g,(-l)“D,JL,=(-l)“ifk=k(k,,,
w). In
the remaining case, k = q”+ ’ - 1, the same proof (where one has now to
consider the sum over degrees w and w + 1) gives

Hence the result is proved.
Remark.
We used a very special case, p(t) = 1, of Theorem XIV, for
which one can give a direct proof as follows. As G,_ 1_ ,(n) is a polynomial in n of degree q” - l-i,thesumCG,,-iPi(n)iszeroifi>O,bypart
(4) of Theorem VIII. On the other hand, if i= 0, the sum is (- 1)” D,/L,,
by part (1) of Theorem X (in fact, by its special case, k = 0, which was
already in [Ca 1, Theorem 9.53).
A similar proof can be given for Theorem XIII. One only has to note
that if k is even (odd resp.), then ai#O only for i even (odd resp.) and
hence there is no “mixing” of moments for even and odd k’s.

We finish by commenting that if one tries to generalize analogies in
Section II to “general A” (see [Go 21 for notation) in naive fashion, one
may lose the integrality of binomial coefficients if one uses the first analogy
(note that there are no “natural” residue class representatives), whereas one
has integrality and “the addition formula for binomial coefficients” which
implied the divided power series correspondence if one uses the second
analogy, but then the integral basis property fails.

ZETA MEASURE
APPENDIX:

EXISTENCE
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OF ZETA AND BETA MEASURES

Integrality of ti and (C a,t,)/g, (where as before Gk(x)/gk = (C a,xi)/gk)
immediately implies existence of a measure whose ith moment is ti. Hence
the second proof of the main result and of Theorem XIII implies the
existence of zeta and beta measures.
In fact, there is an alternate approach to measures, where one defined
measure /J by first defining “measures” ,u~,~ of the basic compact opens
f + pmAfi, and then defining the “integrals” lA,,fdp by taking limits of
“Riemann sums” in the usual fashion.
We assume 6 =: deg f -Cm d, where, as before, d is degree of the manic
prime p. Goss [Go 2, Go 71 defined measures ~1 and p’ by defining
when f is manic and ~~,,=l,
pi,,,= -md
Pf. m =2, p;I,= -6-md
otherwise. He showed that when k is odd (even, resp.), the kth moment of
/.L(cl’, resp.) is [( -k) (p(k), resp.). By computing moments, it is easy to see
that p is, in fact, the zeta measure and that the beta measure ji can be given
by setting jr., to be 2 + 6 -m d or 1 + 6 -m d according as whether f is
manic or not.
As noted in [Go 21, p is obtained, analogously to the classical case, by
reducing the Stickelberger elements for the full cyclotomic extensions to
characteristic p. Following the same procedure (rather than taking
“derivatives” [Go 21 which leads to p’) for the maximal totally real subfields of the full cyclotomic extensions, one gets a measure whose moments
are -/3(i) (0, resp.) for i even (odd, resp.). “Subtraction” of this measure
from the zeta measure gives the beta measure.
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